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The Heart and 
Soul of Italy

FEATURING UMBRIA AND TUSCANY

8 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS

Travel.
Your Way!



When we think of Italy many things come to mind, such as 
food, wine, history, art and friendly people. This tour focuses 
on those very things that make this country so special. 
The regions you will visit on this tour are amongst the 
most beautiful in Italy, featuring rolling hills, olive groves, 
vineyards, castles, villas, history, and charming historic 
centers. With the Travel. Your Way! programs, choose your 
accommodations, choose your transportation, and choose 
your activities, and we'll piece it all together for an unforgettable, hassle-free vacation.

Highlights
• Assisi: Basilica of St. Francis, Temple of Minerva, Basilica of Saint Clare, Rocca Maggiore,  
  Foro Romano
• Florence: Michelangelo’s David, Duomo, Piazza della Signoria,  
  local markets, viewpoint
• Siena: Piazza del Campo, Torre del Mangia, the frescoes at the  
  Public Palace, the Contrade, the underground aqueducts of   
  Bottini, the Duomo

• Arrive Rome Fiumicino Airport.
• Transfer to your hotel.
• After checking into your hotel, you will have time to explore the amazing cultural,  
  religious and historic treasures that a city so enchanting as Rome has to offer.
• Our recommendations for today: The Colosseum and the Arch of Constantine, Vatican City, The Pantheon, the Roman  
  Forum, Trevi Fountain, The Spanish Steps, and The Catacombs and Via Appia Antica.

• Breakfast at the hotel.
• Pick up your rental car at the train station.
• Depart for Umbria, where you will spend three marvelous nights.
• Take advantage of your time in Umbria and explore places like Spoleto and Perugia, two towns that have artistic and  
  monumental treasures of a rich past.

• Breakfast at the hotel.
• Walking tour around the city of Assisi with a local guide that speaks your language. Visit             
    the Basilicas of St. Francis and St. Clare and enjoy the astonishing view of the valley down   
  below.
• We suggest you don’t miss the ice-cream at La Vecchia Latteria, which has a rich and   
  intriguing history.
• This afternoon, it’s your choice! You may want to visit the towns of Spello, Montefalco or     
  Trevi (all hill-top towns filled with character and charm). Or perhaps stop in at one of the   
  local wineries or quaint wine bars.
• This evening try one of the nearby agriturismos for dinner, or enjoy walking around one of   
  the many charming little towns in Umbria.

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Your Itinerary



• Breakfast at the hotel.
• Today, take some time for a leisurely morning, or continue exploring one   
  of the many gems this region has to offer.
• Other places not to miss while in Umbria include the ornate Orvieto   
  Cathedral, The hilltowns of Todi and Trevi, or even the Casa Romana in   
  Bevagna, which depicts what a Roman house may have looked like in 1st   
  century BC. Norcia is also not far away, famous for its many salumeria (or   
  cured meats and cheese shops).

• Breakfast at the hotel.
• Depart for Tuscany this morning.
• En route you may want to stop at Lake Trasimeno, one of Italy’s largest lakes and home to   
  several charming islands that can be reached by local ferry. Definitely worth the visit!
• Make sure to head into Cortona’s town center today to enjoy the views, the medieval   
  ambiance, and the lovely shops, all the backdrop for the famous novel Under the Tuscan Sun!
• Another option are the lovely towns of Montepulciano or San Gimignano for some great   
  shopping and unforgettable experiences.
• This evening enjoy one of the areas many restaurants where you can sample such Tuscan   
  favorites like Ribollita, Bistecca alla Fiorentina or Tagliatte al Cinghiale.

• Breakfast at the hotel.
• Head over to Florence this morning for and start off with a visit to the famous overlook known  
  as Piazzale Michelangelo. Here admire all of the city’s monument from up above.
• Next head over to the historic center and meet your local guide that speaks your language for a walking tour  
  around the city of Florence. Visit such places as the Piazza del Duomo with its famous Guilded Baptistry Doors,  
  the Piazza della Signoria housing monumental statues and the Palazzo Vecchio, and the picturesque Ponte  
  Vecchio lined with gold shops and filled with history.
• Ask your guide for suggestions of other places to explore this afternoon.
• You may wish to visit the Uffizi Galleries to marvel at Renaissance paintings by Italian masters or the Accademia  
  Museum to get a close view of Michelangelo’s David.
• Stop at the local mercato centrale today to sample delicious specialties carefully prepared by  
  food artisans and local chefs. Learn about the delicious produce, meats, cheeses, pastas, and  
  other specialties while strolling through this colorful market.

• Breakfast at the hotel.
• Today head over Siena.
• Start off with a Walking tour around the city of Siena with a local guide that speaks your   
  language. You’ll learn about the city’s history and rivalry with Florence, visit such places as the  
  Piazza del Campo and the Piazza del Duomo, and work up an appetite as you peruse its many  
  narrow streets filled with colorful boutiques and typical Tuscan restaurants.
• You may wish to climb up the Torre del Mangia, or visit the impressive cathedral, which rivals  
  any museum in the world for its rich artistic heritage.
• Head back to your hotel, or drive along the Chiantigiana Road (the Chianti Road) past vineyards,  
  villas and castles.
• Make sure to take in your last evening by visiting one of the many special restaurants serving  
  nothing but local favorites and prized wines. Recommendations will be offered.

• Breakfast at hotel (time permitting).
• Connecting flight back home.

Day 4

Day 5
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Day 8
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Daiquiri Tours, Inc
Miami, Florida USA

www.daiquiriusa.com
T. +1-305-399-5882

info@daiquiriusa.com
Daiquiri Tours, Inc. is registered with the State of Florida 

as a Seller of Travel. Registration No. ST40658.

Itinerary
at a Glance 
A: Rome - 1 night
B: Umbria - 3 nights
C: Tuscany - 3 nights

ROME

TUSCANY

UMBRIA

A

C

B

Includes 
• Accommodations in city center or historic 3, 4 or 5-star   
  hotels
• Locally guided tours in Assisi, Florence, and Siena
• Breakfast daily
• Car Rental on day 2 to 8 of the program (or private car and  
  driver, or train travel on request)
• A list of recommended restaurants with the most   
  authentic and flavorful Italian specialties will be provided   
  with final booking documents

Not Included
• Flights
• Transfers from and to the airport
• Gratuities for bellman, porters, restaurant servers, local   
  guides
• Hotel City Tax per person (due at time of checkout at each  
  hotel)
• Meals
• Parking at all locations for your rental car
• Insurance on your rental car
• Entrances fees to museums and activities
• Travel insurance

Travel. Your Way! Optional Excursions are available daily and can be added on prior to departure.
*when traveling from the US, please note you will need an additional day of travel at the beginning to arrive on day 1 of the tour

Pricing 
starting at $ 809 pp
depending on hotel category, season and number of traveler


